The ONLY safety radio remote controls when you mean BUSINESS

Hetronic has long been a radio remote control (RRC) global market leader with a proven track record of providing safe and reliable industrial RRCs.

Now, Hetronic is delighted to announce the much anticipated introduction of...

Hetronic Locomotive

...and its completely customizable and loaded innovative family of RRCs!

Key to this ground-breaking introduction is Hetronic’s technological collaboration and partnership with new parent company Methode Electronics.

The future of locomotive controls is available to you now! Our commitment to technology in combination with modern and state-of-the-art manufacturing processes will improve the safety and efficiency of your locomotive.

Safety, quality, reliability, cost-effectiveness and cutting edge technology all combine to make Hetronic Locomotive your #1 choice when you mean business!

To learn more about our...
• Touch screen
• Haptic capability
• Biometrics
• Programmable rotary controls
• Touch Sensors
• And more...

Visit our dedicated website at: www.trainremote.com

Hetronic Locomotive products are fully-programmable and completely customizable to your needs.